
WORLD WAR II WEAPON ADVANCES

The technological advancements achieved during World War II made it far different from any war that came before it.
The brutal trench warfare.

There were several upgraded designs and all told, about 6, were manufactured. The British had been the first
country to introduce a tank on the battlefield. The company had a poor record of producing Corsair fighters for
the U. By contrast the Infantry tank Matilda II fielded in lesser numbers was largely invulnerable to German
gunfire and its gun was able to punch through the German tanks. Stuart 1 and the little beefier Stuart 5 were
less than 15 feet long, and some of the Stuart 5 models carried a 75mm guns. This series of German tanks
were among the 37 different types of panzers manufactured. The importance of geographic and topographic
factors, along with limited means of communication and transportation , meant that separate geographic
regions tended to develop unique military technologies. World War 2 Weapons U. These bombers were
painfully slowâ€”Italian engineers had been unable to develop sufficiently large piston aircraft engines those
that were produced tended to explode through extreme overheating , and so the bombers used for the Battle of
Britain were woefully undersized. Low economic development meant that even the benefits of conquest would
not pay off a heavy investment in weaponry. The Bazooka Cited by President Dwight Eisenhower as one of
the keys to the Allied victory, the bazooka was a vital tool for troops going up against fortifications and tanks
across Germany and the Pacific. This helped American troops improve their aim and efficiency during
combat, which would prove to be an invaluable advantage over the Axis powers. It indicates a way to close an
interaction, or dismiss a notification. The Germans chose the forest route and did run into delays caused by
their own traffic. About 50, of Sherman series were built. The prototype of the Lancaster was first flown in
January  The early war bombers that caused such carnage would almost all have been shot down in , many by
radar-aimed, proximity fuse -detonated anti-aircraft fire, just as the "invincible fighter", the Zero , had by
become the "turkey" of the "Marianas Turkey Shoot". Instead of having to make direct contact with a fast
moving target, a rocket or torpedo armed with a proximity fuze would use a radio signal to detonate whenever
it detected a craft was nearby. M2 Browning With the ability to punch through the hull of a ship and bring
down enemy aircraft, the M2 Browning. Its shell was high explosive armor piercing up to 77mm effective at
short range. Also referred to as a "2 Pounder" referring to the weight of its projectile. During its time, it was
the first standard-issue semi-automatic military rifle. They were available for a fraction of the price of the
artillery gun and could bring down enemy troops in a matter of seconds. Induced nuclear fission was
discovered in Germany in by Otto Hahn and expatriate Jews in Sweden , but many of the scientists needed to
develop nuclear power had already been lost, due to anti-Jewish and anti-intellectual policies. As a result, by ,
the French Air Force had only planes and was together with RAF planes facing 5, Luftwaffe fighters and
fighter-bombers. The Allies eventually achieved victory in this most destructive war, and it ended with the
collapse of the Nazis and the fall of the Japanese and Italian empires. Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard
how to use them. Undaunted, he pressed ahead with other favorite projects, including charity work. The
practical jet aircraft age began just before the start of the war with the development of the Heinkel He , the
first true turbojet.


